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present study was to determine the effects of such intervention between two ethnic groups
(ethnic Poles and Israeli Jews) that did not have any prior possibilities of contact and
still show a strong prejudice based on the history. In the present intervention we wanted
to get beyond the mere contact and see whether the story of a heroic helpers introduced
within the contact setting will increase tolerance among both groups. We examined the
potential mechanisms of the effectiveness of such contact: increase of knowledge about
the outgroup and inclusion of outgroup into the structure of self (Wright, et al., 1997).
Further analyses evaluated the role of different needs (Shnabel & Nadler, 2008) that play
important role in the reconciliation between historically conflicted groups.
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”Not all immigrants are equal”: Stereotype content as a function of
regional and inter-individual differences

Steve Binggeli*, Franciska Krings* & Sabine Sczesny**

*University of Lausanne, **University of Bern

Recent theories suggest that stereotype content is best described along two dimensions,
warmth and competence, which in turn give rise to specific actions (e.g., discrimination).
Based on this framework, we explored the content of stereotypes about immigrants
of different nationalities. Moreover, we examined relations of stereotype content with
groups’ perceived socio-structural characteristics. Also, building on theories of prejudice,
we investigated the role of participants’ ideological beliefs about group hierarchies and
competitiveness for stereotype content. Initial studies served to identify the most salient
immigrant groups in two regions of Switzerland. Regions differed with respect to the
official language (French, German). In two studies, we assessed stereotype content,
perceived status and competition of these groups. Moreover, we measured participants’
Social Dominance Orientation (SDO) and Belief in a Competitive World (BCW). Results
showed that warmth and competence stereotypes varied as a function of target group
nationality and of language-region. In general, competence and warmth stereotypes
corresponded to perceived differences in status and competition. SDO was negatively
related to perceived competence of immigrant groups. Moreover, the impact of SDO on
competence stereotypes was stronger for the most negatively stereotyped groups than for
those receiving more positive stereotypes. Finally, SDO moderated the relation between
status and perceived competence: The relation was stronger for people high in SDO than
for people low in SDO. BCW, in turn, was negatively related to perceived warmth of the
immigrant groups but had no moderation effects. We discuss the implications of these
findings for theories of stereotype content and for discrimination against immigrants.
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